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RYAN TIMOTHY MILLER - The Impact of Infrastructure Development Projects – Utilisation and Strengthening of Community Participation in Infrastructural Resettlement Scenarios.

KAREN MAMO - Intercultural Dialogue in the Euro-Mediterranean – A Focus on Youths as Active Agents for Change.


DANIEL JOSEPH SHEEHY - Exploring Commodities and Triggers that Influence Revolution.

ADAM SCALESE - A Weapon of Technology – How the Internet has changed the Conflict Landscape in the Age of Instant Information.

REBECCA SABLE - Educating Out of Racism.

EDGARD JASON RINCON - Case Study Analysis – The Informally Housed, Internally Displaced Community Population of Bogota’, Colombia; South America.

MATTHEW AARON MOORE - Do No Harm and the Convergence of Relief, Development and Conflict Resolution – Examining how Conflict Sensitivity and Peacebuilding Contribute to Peace in Haiti.

TIMOTHY HAMMOND - Global Security Shifts – The Agendas made and Threats Unaddressed.

RAQUEL GONZALEZ - Community Organizing Practice and Negotiation – Shared Principles and Methods.

DURRA EL MAKI - Separated, United, Seceded – How the Conflict between Khartoum and Juba led to the Creation of the Republic of South Sudan.

ANTHONY OWET EINSEL - United by Guilt – The Influence of Guilt on Dimensions of Support Regarding European Union Integration.

ANDREW COOKSON - Illegal Immigration – Analyzing the Threat.

KRISTIN NICOLE CHRISTAKIS - Women as Post-Conflict Agents of Change on Civil Society and Reconstruction.
JESSICA LYNN BAUMGARTNER - Eight Years of Inaction – an Examination of the Struggle between State self-interest and Defending Human Rights in Darfur.

UMAR JABBAR AWAN - Insecurity and the State.

MIKAILA ELLIS FETHKE ALTENBERN - Prospects for Resolving Conflicts involving Religious Terrorists – Afghanistan, the Taliban and Strategic Jihad.

INGA HREFNA NICHOLAS - Conflict and Immigration in Norway – Breivik and the Rise of the Far Right.

MASSIMO RAMON FARRUGIA - De-marginalization in the Wake of the 2011 Arab Uprisings – Democratic and Islamist narratives in Tunisia and the Prospects for Euro-Mediterranean Relations.

CHAIM GABRIEL WAIBEL - Communications, Revolutions, and Conflict Resolution – ICT’s as Instruments of the Democratization Process.